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Abstract—False Alarms (FAs) that occur in a fielded system and
No Fault Found (NFF) events that are discovered after line
replaceable units (LRUs) have been returned to repair are costly
situations whose full impact is difficult to put into monetary
terms. For that reason, pragmatic economic models of NFFs are
difficult to develop. In this paper, we deal with the problem of
having to differentiate between NFFs of good units under test
(UUTs) and of faulty UUTs. While we cannot tell which UUT is
good and which is faulty, we can determine using probabilities
what percentage of the NFFs are faulty and what percentage are
good. Based on these probabilities, we can evaluate various
strategies. Assigning cost factors that are knowable, such as the
cost of testing a UUT, the cost we incur for good UUTs vs. costs
we incur for faulty UUTs and various test and repair costs, we
can calculate the performance of various strategies and
assumptions. In this paper, we formulate three strategies: 1) We
assume all NFF UUTs are good and are willing to endure the cost
of bad actors (i.e. faulty UUTs) sent back to the aircraft. 2) We
assume all NFF UUTs are faulty and we environmentally stress
all NFF UUTs, hoping to fix some and avoid bad actors. 3) We
rely on the technician to reasonably select some NFF UUTs and
perform appropriate repair.
We formulate each of these strategies for a case when NFF is
70%. The formulation is similar with any NFF distribution, but
the coefficients in each formula will be different. With proper
cost data, we can actually decide which strategy works best. We
conclude by tabulating the formulas and calculate NFF costs for
an example situation. The numbers we picked for this example
may be appropriate for some operations, but not for others. As a
follow-up to this paper we would like to validate the model with
real data, which may be available in some military and
commercial avionics maintenance departments.
Keywords—False Alarms, No Fault Found, Test economics,
Cost model

I. BACKGROUND
The test profession is concerned with test methods that find
faults. An important caveat is that often faults are found when
the system is fault free. We call such occurrences false alarms
(FAs), but it is often not possible to distinguish between a real
and a false call for maintenance. As a result of FAs, a number
of line replaceable units (LRUs), also called units under test
(UUTs) that are removed from an aircraft appear to the
automatic test equipment (ATE) in the repair facility as a No
Fault Found (NFF) event. Many, probably most of the UUTs
experiencing NFF are fault free and therefore incur a cost that
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should be minimized. Other UUTs labeled NFF are faulty but
cannot be recognized as such.
We concern ourselves in this paper with the economic
impact of NFFs and the cost we incur when we assume
incorrectly that a good UUT is faulty or when we assume a
faulty UUT is good.
In an attempt to cover nearly all faults, tests inherently fall
prey to False Positive (FP) indications. While the majority of
faulty units fail tests, a condition we call True Positive (TP),
and the majority of good units pass tests, a condition we call
True Negative (TN), some faulty units escape and pass the test
and we call that condition False Negative (FN). The last
condition, namely when a good unit fails the test is FP, and
when it causes removal of LRUs that are not faulty, we call this
situation false alarms (FAs). When one or more LRUs are
removed in response to FAs, the repair facility ATE will render
them as NFF. Additionally, other causes of NFF are possible,
including the removal of the wrong LRU, removal of more
than one LRU, intermittent failures and ATE test escapes. For
all these reasons, NFFs are typically upwards of 70% of the
LRUs removed from the aircraft when tested by the repair
facility ATE.
Economic analyses into the cost of FAs and NFFs have
been included as a part of articles and texts dealing with the
NFF phenomenon. In [1] various strategies were compared
from a cost perspective. In [2] a list of FA and NFF cost
factors were included. In [3] there was extensive discussion on
mitigating these costs without specifically calculating them. In
[4] there is extensive research about the root cause of NFF, but
few specifics on economic analysis. A framework to NFF cost
drivers is discussed in [5]. Economic information can also be
derived from [6]. While all these sources and others provide
some gage for the economic burden posed by NFFs, we would
like to be able to plug numbers into formulas or Excel
spreadsheet that will give us a precise cost impact of NFF
events.
The difficulties of economic analyses center around the
highly probabilistic nature of NFFs. When faced with NFF,
our cost will be impacted greatly by:
1.

Whether we assume that NFF events represent good
UUTs or that they represent faulty UUTs or both.

2.

Whether the cost of guessing wrong will be higher if
we return bad UUTs to the aircraft, even if we
correctly guess that most UUTs are good.

3.

Whetherr the repair tecchnician shoulld be allowed to
guess wh
hat to repair iff (s)he assumees the UUT to be
faulty.

4.

Whetherr we use en
nvironmental conditioning to
expose failures.
f

Each of thesee approaches will
w yield a diffferent econom
mic
moodel and each will have ad
dvantages and limitations ov
ver
com
mpeting approaaches. The succcess of the ecconomic analyssis,
theerefore, is dependent on correectly predicting
g the probabilities
andd on correctly assessing
a
the co
ost impact of eaach alternative.
II. INTROD
DUCTION
The organizattion of this paaper starts witth an attempt to
undderstand FAs in light of predicted
p
meaan time betweeen
faillures (MTBF). Next, we asseess what happeens when a fau
ulty
uniit is returned to the flight line, somethin
ng we call “b
bad
actors.” We asseess the probab
bilities of bad actors
a
as well as
unnnecessary serviice using Bayes Theorem. We
W create a mod
del
of tthe possible strrategies and asssign costs for each stage of the
t
moodel. We then combine the probabilities and the cost facto
ors
to m
make predictions of economicc scenarios.
IIII. RELIABILITY
Y, FALSE ALAR
RMS AND NO FAULT
A
FOUNDS
Reliability off fielded systeems is the prrobability thatt a
sysstem will fail in
n some period of
o time measurred by failure raate
(λ) and expressed
d in failures perr million hourss, or its reciproccal
Meean Time Betw
ween Failure (M
MTBF).
λ = 1/MT
TBF and MTB
BF = 1/ λ

(1)

A ccost factor to cconsider is whaat happens wheen an LRU is
removeed from the airrcraft. It impaacts operationall Availability
(A), whhere
Avaailability (A) = MTBF/(MTB
BF+MTTR)

(2)

Beccause Mean T
Time To Repaair (MTTR) is only in the
denomiinator, it has a greater influuence on Avaailability than
MTBF does, whichh is in both the numerattor and the
denomiinator. For thhat reason, moost avionics iss repaired by
swappinng out LRUss with spares. As long aas spares are
availabble at all air fiield maintenannce facilities, aavailability is
not serriously impacteed by MTTR. If spares aree unavailable,
the airrcraft is grouunded and thhe consequennces can be
devastaating in terms oof meeting mission goals andd in terms of
econom
mic impact. C
Clearly, an FA or a bad actorr can lead to
aircraftt grounding andd scrubbing thee mission.
FAss occur for maany reasons, bbut they have nno impact on
NFFs uuntil a maintennance action is taken to remoove the UUT.
A systeem can be madde tolerant to F
FAs by taking maintenance
action ffor some, but nnot all occurrennces of FAs.
In [2] a distinctiion is made bbetween Fracttion of False
Alarm (FFA), which is the “percenttage of fault deetections that
are nott due to the exxistence of fauults” and Falsee Alarm Rate
(FAR), which is thhe rate of occcurrence of false alarms
computted over some period of timee expressed in ccalendar days
or in ooperating hourss. FFA is usuually a design specification,
typicallly set at 2% oor less. The O
Occurrence of False Alarm
(OFA) is the numbeer of times a false positive (FP) occurs.
When a good UUT iindicates that tthe test failed,, we call it a
false poositive, false allarm or Type I error. So whille FPs are not
frequennt in terms of thhe number of ttest reporting (ttypically, 2%
to 5%),, whenever theey do occur they potentially crreate the cost
of remo
moving an otheerwise fault freee LRU and aadding to the
NFF poool. To mitiggate OFAs a fiiltering mechannism is used,
such ass not reporting a failure until it fails x times in y seconds,
or untill it occurs n tim
mes.
NFF
Fs result from several causes::
1.
2.

3.
Fig. 1. Failure Rates During Avionics Product Life Cycle

As shown in Fig.1,
F
the operrating life of th
he product enjo
oys
a loong period of very
v
low failurre rate until we get to the weear
outt phase. Staatistically, thatt does not haappen with any
a
freqquency of occcurrence until a million hours of operatiion
(abbout 11 years). Since most avionics
a
go intto operation affter
thee infant mortalitty period (abou
ut 1,000 hours or 42 days) end
ds,
thee prima facie evidence
e
is thaat the UUT will
w likely not be
fauulty at all durring its operatting life. When a failure is
inddicated during the
t operating liife period, odds are that it is not
n
cauused by an actu
ual fault.

4.
5.

The removall of at least onee LRU caused by real faults
that are onlyy apparent durinng the flight (aat greater than
35,000 feet aaltitude, for exaample)
The removaal of at least one LRU cauused by real
intermittent faults. Since m
many intermitttent faults are
cannot dupllicates (CNDs)), it is not likkely that the
LRU will faiil the repair faccility’s ATE tesst.
The removaal of the incorrrect LRU. (T
The failure is
real, but LR
RUx is removedd, when in factt LRUy is the
root cause foor the failure).
The removall of at least onee LRU caused bby FAs.
The removaal of additionaal LRUs due tto ambiguity
between LR
RUa or LRUb ((or even LRUc) as the root
cause of thee system failuure. Diagnosttic resolution
typically reqquires that a siingle LRU be removed for
each failure in 90% of thhe cases, thus adding 10%
additional L
LRUs to the N
NFF pool. (If ambiguity is
allowed to 3 or less LRUss, even more L
LRUs will be
NFFs.)

most LRUs founnd to be NFF
It iss fair, then, to eestimate that m
are in ffact good. Whaat is difficult too determine, annd we believe

is tthe essence off this paper, iss whether those few NFFs th
hat
hidde faulty LRUs will incur an
n economic im
mpact that is too
t
cosstly to live with
h.

is goodd and which is faulty, so we hhave several opptions to treat
NFFs:
1.

We will asssume that all NFF LRUs aare good and
return them
m to the aircrraft without rrepair. We
recognize thhat some of thoose we return aare bad actors
and we willl incur a cosst, CB. (Perhhaps we can
improve on this strategy. By assumiing NFFs of
previously bad actor L
LRUs shouldd really be
considered ffaulty first, wee can reduce incurring CB
costs repeateedly.)

2.

We will asssume that all N
NFF LRUs arre faulty and
choose betw
ween two possibble remedies:

IV. COST OFF UUTS RETUR
RNED – GOOD OR
O FAULTY
Life cycle cosst of air vehiclees in general and
a of avionics in
parrticular can be
b calculated by taking in
nto account the
t
folllowing factors::
•
•
•

The orig
ginal one-time (or
( depreciated
d) acquisition
price of the air vehicle.
urring but fixed
d costs to operaate the air
The recu
vehicle.
t air vehicle, including
The operrating cost of the
maintenaance and repairr.

a.

The firsst remedy is to allow the repaair technician
to makee an educated gguess on what tto “fix” on an
LRU that has no appaarent fault indication on the
ATE. The cost of tthis repair proocess is CR1.
After reepair the LRU is retested ussing the ATE
and if itt passes this tim
me, it will be reeturned to the
aircraft. The probabbility of succeess with this
strategyy can increase iff something is known about
the fligght conditions at the time failure was
reportedd. A recent approach to gather such
informaation using JTA
AG/IEEE-11499.1 boundary
scan waas suggested in [8].

b.

The seccond remedy is to use ennvironmental
conditiooning prior to ((and perhaps inn conjunction
with) a second ATE
E test. Our hope is that
whateveer caused the failure on the aircraft will
show upp. If it was an iintermittent faiilure, perhaps
the enviironmental connditioning will cause a weak
componnent to expose itself. If it w
was a failure
that onnly exhibits ittself at high altitudes or
extremee temperaturess, perhaps thiss effort will
flush it out. This eenvironmental conditioning
comes at the cost of CEC and still incurs
additionnal costs based on the outcom
me.

Fig. 2 providees a cost modeel for I-Level repair.
r
When an
LR
RU is removed from the air veehicle it is sentt to I-Level rep
pair
andd placed on thee ATE in an atttempt to confirm
m that it is fau
ulty
andd in an attemptt to diagnose th
he shop replaceable unit (SR
RU)
witthin the LRU that is at the root
r
cause of the LRU failu
ure.
Fauulty LRUs willl point to faulty
y SRUs, which
h will be replacced
andd/or repaired. The LRU reepaired in this fashion will be
reteested and subseequently return
ned to the air veehicle.
As expected, many LRUs will
w not be fau
ulty and therefo
ore
thee ATE test wiill pass the firrst time. Theese tests will be
connsidered NFF. If we can be certain
c
that theese units are faault
freee, the only con
nclusion we caan draw is thaat they should be
retuurned to the airr vehicle. How
wever, it is posssible for the AT
TE
to m
miss faults, and therefore, there is a chancee that the LRU
U is
in fact faulty. The
T cost of retu
urning a faulty
y LRU to the air
vehhicle, called baad actor, can be
b substantial. So even if the
t
perrcentage of casses in which baad actors occurr, the cost can be
signnificant.

3.

The test wee run at enviroonmental condditioning also
incurs a testt cost CT. If thhe test of the L
LRU that has
gone througgh these stressees passes, we assume it is
good. Otherrwise, we repaiir the LRU at a cost of CR2.

V. PRO
OBABILITY PRE
EDICTIONS OF N
NFF FAULT DISSTRIBUTION
Usin
ing Bayesian aanalysis it has bbeen determineed that NFFs
can be 70% or more oof the LRUs rem
moved from thhe aircraft. [15]. To be conservativve, we will use NFF rate of 70%. Fig. 3
shows the distributioon of bad actoors and good UUTs given
some asssumptions aboout the compreehensiveness off the tests.

Fiig. 2. Cost Modell for I-Level Repaiir

The ATE tesst at I-Level undergoes
u
a co
ost of CT. Iff it
dettects a fault, it is repaired at a cost of CR0, but this is not a
NF
FF-related cost. If no fault is detected by th
he ATE, the UU
UT
is a NFF LRU. When
W
NFFs occcur we do not know
k
which LR
RU

Givven that we havve a NFF, theree are two wayss the NFF can
be conssidered good. The probabilityy that it is goodd because the
ATE teest validated thhat it is good ooccurs with a pprobability of
0.75 in Fig. 3, and thiis probability is designated ass P(G1|NFF),
which reads “the proobability of G1, given that tthere is a no
fault foound NFF.” T
The other way NFF can be a good UUT,
P(G2|N
NFF) is when the ATE andd Test Program
m Set (TPS)
missed the fault (whicch happens witth a probabilityy of 0.05), yet
the UU
UT is good, whhich occurs witth a probabilitty of 0.75 for
even thhose UUTs thhat are not beiing properly ttested by the
ATE.

Fig.. 4. Probabilities after Good UUT N
NFFs undergo envvironmental
conditioning
Fig. 3. Probabilities of NFF
N Becoming Bad
d Actor

Bad actors happen,
h
when a UUT has a fault, which is
beyyond the capab
bility of the I-Level ATE and TPS, P(F1|NFF
F),
andd we assume th
his occurs with
h a probability of 0.2. We allso
retuurn a bad actorr when the UU
UT is faulty, P((F2|NFF), but the
t
fauult is one that escapesthe
e
ATE
E and TPS beccause it is a faault
thaat was not covered.
A. Treating all NFFs
N
as good UUTs
U
If we assume that all NFFs in Fig. 2 are good
g
we can seend
theem all back to the
t aircraft. Acccording to ourr example of Fig.
F
3, 555.125% of thee NFF UUTs would
w
be good
d, but 14.875% of
thee NFFs returned
d to the aircraft
ft would be bad
d actors. The co
ost
we would incur from NFF if we
w took this strategy in Fig. 2
woould be:
CNFF:G = CT + 55.125% * CG + 14.875% * CB

(3)

where CNFF:G is the cost off assuming alll NFF UUTs are
a
goood, CT is the cost
c
of testing NFF UUTs, CG is the cost of
hanndling and adm
ministering each
h good UUT and
a CB is the co
ost
of handling, adm
ministering each bad UUT as well as the
t
connsequential cossts incurred fro
om reintroducin
ng a bad LRU on
thee aircraft.

Fig.. 5 illustrates hhow the faulty UUTs among all the NFFs
are afffected by envvironmental cconditioning. It includes
P(F1|N
NFF), those thatt have faults nnot testable by the ATE and
TPS at I-Level as weell as P(F2|NFF
F), those faults that escaped
the AT
TE and TPS ttest at I-Levell. See Fig. 3 to find the
conditioons P(F1|NFF
F) and P(F2|N
NFF). As a rresult of the
environnmental condittioning, 4.46255% of the faullty UUTs are
in fact repaired, whhile 9.89% willl still have hhidden faults.
Additioonally, 0.52% w
will have new ffaults created.
Witth the above innformation we can now formuulate the cost
incurred when an eenvironmental conditioning approach is
taken. The cost of thiis tactic, CNFF:EE consists of thee costs of
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial tesst at I-Level
The enviironmental connditioning proceess
Testing N
NFF UUTs agaain per Fig. 4 annd 5.
Repair off faults found
Retestingg after repair
Administtrative and otheer costs for goood UUTs
Administtrative and otheer costs for badd actors

B. Environmenta
ally conditionin
ng all NFF UU
UTs
If we assumee that all NFF UUTs are fau
ulty and resort to
envvironmental strresses to expose those faults, we
w aim to redu
uce
thee percentage off bad actors.
Fig. 4 illustraates how the go
ood UUTs amo
ong all the NF
FFs
aree affected by environmental
e
conditioning. It includes G1
G
UU
UTs, which werre found by thee ATE to be fau
ult free as well as
G22 UUTs that aree good despite the ATE and TPS
T missing teests
for them. See Fig.
F 3 to find the condition
n P(G1|NFF) and
a
P(G
G2|NFF). Afteer the environmental conditiioning, 50.8% of
all UUTs removeed from the aircraft will still be determined
d to
be good, 2.68% will
w be returned
d as new bad actors
a
because of
fauults created by
y the environm
mental stress. A false positiive
from
m the retest after the env
vironmental sttress will likeely
prooduce unnecesssary repairs for 1.655% of theese good UUTss.

Fig.. 5. Probabilities after faulty UUT N
NFFs undergo envvironmental
conditioning

The cost of technician repairs of NFFs, CNFF:T can be
calculated for the first order of iteration of the 70% NFF
scenario as follows:

In equation form we have:
CNFF:E=CT+CCE+70%*CT+4.4625%*(CR2+CT)
+ (50.8%+4.46%)*CG+(2.68%+9.89%)*CB
CNFF:E= 174.4625%*CT+CCE+4.4625%*CR2
+55.26%*CG + 12.57%*CB

(4)

To decide which strategy is better, we can calculate the
difference between CNFF:G from Equation (3)and CNFF:Efrom
Equation (4):
CNFF:E-CNFF:G=74.46%*CT+CCE+4.4625%*CR2–2.305%*CB (5)
Note that in Equation (5) the cost of good UUTs, CG,
cancels out and effectively the rationale of the entire strategy
depends on the elimination of 2.305% bad actors. If
2.305%*CB is greater than the environmental conditioning,
extra tests and repair, it is justified. Otherwise assuming all
NFFs are good is a more economic tactic.
C. NFF UUTs are determined by Technician to be Faulty and
Repaired
In this strategy the technician, based on experience and any
other appropriate information makes a decision to attempt to
repair a UUT that was rendered NFF.
We make the following assumptions about technician
repairs:
1.

The technician is aware of the distribution of NFFs to
be about ¾ good and about ¼ faulty, so (s)he will
only attempt to repair ¼ or 25% of the UUTs.

2.

Of those the technician chooses to repair, (s)he has a
60% chance of correctly identifying a bad UUT and
slightly less than a 60% chance of correctly repairing
the UUT, so we will assume that (s)he will correctly
repair 60% of 60% or about 1/3 of the faulty UUTs
and incur repair costs on about 1/3 of the good UUTs
attempted.
a.

With NFF = 70%, repair will be attempted on
25% of 70% or on 17.5% of the LRUs removed
from the aircraft.

b.

Of the 17.5% about ¼ will be faulty and ¾ will
be good, namely 4.375% of the repairs will be on
faulty UUTs, and 13.125% of the repairs will be
on good UUTs.

c.

We assume that the accuracy of the repair is such
that in 5% of the cases, the repair will be done
incorrectly.
i. So of the 4.375% faulty UUTs that are
undergoing repairs, 95%, or 4.156% will have
a correct fix.
ii. Of the 13.125% good UUTs being repaired,
5%, or 0.65625% will result in creating a
fault. 95% of that number will add repair
costs but will be fixed before returning the
UUT to the aircraft.
However, 5% of
0.65625%, or about 0.03% will become bad
actors

CNFF:T=CT+(17.5%)*CR1+(55.125%+4.156%)*CG
+ (14.875% + .03%) CB.
CNFF:T= CT+(17.5%)*CR1+(59.281%)*CG+(14.9%)*CB(6)
•
•
•
•

where the 17.5% represents the percentage of
UUTs removed from the aircraft that are being
repaired at a cost of CR1;
55.125% represents those NFF UUTs that are
good;
4.156% of the UUTs will be correctly repaired by
the technician;
14.875% of the NFF UUTs are bad and .03% that
were good have been damaged by this attempt.

Equation (6) for CNFF:Tcan be compared to Equation (3) for
CNFF:G and to Equation (4) for CNFF:E to determinethe best tactic.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We created an economic model for NFFs. NFFs can have
several reasons for passing or failing the I-Level ATE test
(called “screening test” by the US Air Force) after they are
removed from the O-Level flight line. They could be the result
of false alarms, intermittent (and therefore not easily
repeatable) tests, wrong UUT removal, additional UUT
removal due to diagnostic ambiguity, or the UUT could simply
escape the I-Level ATE test. In analyzing all these and other
causes of NFF, it is clear that we cannot easily determine
which NFF UUT is good or faulty. We can, however, make a
determination about the distribution of good UUTs and faulty
UUTs. While most NFF UUTs are in fact good, this alone
does not mean that this assumption will produce the most cost
effective strategy. The fact that a bad UUT sent back to the
flight line creates a greater cost than the maintenance nuisance
of testing good UUTs means that it is not clear what is the best
strategy to follow.
In this paper, we formulated a cost model in Fig. 2 that
utilizes three distinct test strategies. The strategies are:
•
•
•

All NFFs assumed to be good at a cost of CNFF:G
All NFFs are environmental stressed and then
retested at a cost of CNFF:E
A technician decides on a reasonable way to “fix”
UUTs he/she assumes to be faulty at a cost of
CNFF:T

For each of these strategy costs we included as input
•
•
•

Cost of Test, CT
Cost of a Good UUT, CG
Cost of a Bad UUT, CB

For some strategies other costs factors include
•
•

Cost of Environmental Conditioning, CCE
Cost of Technician Repair, CR1 and CR2

Table I summarizes the formulas and contains the
coefficients of each term for each test strategy derived from
Equations (3), (4) and (6). The coefficients are all derived

from an assumption of NFF=70% of all UUTs removed from
the aircraft. All percentages used as coefficients also pertain to
the percentage of UUTs removed from the aircraft.
TABLE I.

TABLE II.
EXAMPLE NFF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR VARIOUS
TEST STRATEGIES USING TYPICAL COST FACTORS AND CB= $20,000

Strategies for NFF= 70%

POSSIBLE NFF TEST STRATEGIES

Strategies for NFF= 70%
Factors
Cost of Test
Cost of Good UUT
Cost of Bad UUT
Cost of
Environmental
Conditioning
Repair Cost of
Technician Fix
Repair Cost after
Stress Test

CT
CG
CB
CCE

All NFF assumed Environmental
Good
Stress

Technician Shot
Gun

CNFF:G

CNFF:T

CNFF:E
100.00%

174.46%

100.00%

55.13%

55.26%

59.28%

14.88%

12.57%

14.90%

100.00%

CR1
CR2

17.50%
4.46%

Table II shows an example, where realistic cost figures are
used in the formulas. The cost of test and the cost of good
UUTs is assumed to be $1,000 per UUT. The cost of
environmental conditioning is assumed to be $1,500 per UUT
plus an additional $1,000 per UUT if a repair, CR2, is required
because the retest finds the UUT faulty. The same $1,000
repair cost is used when the technician selects certain UUTs to
repair.
In Table II we use a $20,000 cost for a bad actor CB. We
note that our results indicate that the environmental stress
strategy is the most costly and the other two strategies cost
almost the same, with the “All NFF assumed Good” strategy
being the best.
Tables III uses the same cost figures as Table II, with the
exception that the cost of a bad actor, CB, is increased to
$50,000 per UUT. All the costs are higher than in Table II, but
the ranking of the strategies have not changed.

Factors
Cost of Test CT

Also, we may contemplate a variation to our strategies in
which we deal differently with UUTs that we know to have
been bad actors before, or just have returned from the aircraft.
Finally, we should acknowledge that this model is based on
70% NFFs and other fault coverage assumptions we made in
Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. A different distribution of NFFs and
other assumptions would have produced a different formula.
Additionally, this model needs to be validated with actual
fielded data. In future work we will endeavor to utilize cost
data from military and commercial avionics maintenance
operations, where more realistic cost data is available.

Technician Shot
Gun

CNFF:G

CNFF:T

CNFF:E

$

1,000

100.00%

174.46%

100.00%

Cost of Good UUT CG $

1,000

55.13%

55.26%

59.28%

$ 20,000

14.88%

12.57%

14.90%

Cost of Bad UUT CB
Cost of
Environmental
Conditioning CCE
Repair Cost of
Technician Fix CR1
Repair Cost after
Stress Test CR2

$

1,500

$

1,000

$

1,000

Cost of each NFF

100.00%
17.50%
4.46%

$

4,526.25 $

6,355.85 $

4,747.81

TABLE III.
EXAMPLE NFF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR VARIOUS
TEST STRATEGIES USING TYPICAL COST FACTORS AND CB= $50,000

Strategies for NFF= 70%
Factors
Cost of Test CT

All NFF assumed Environmental
Good
Stress

Technician Shot
Gun

CNFF:G

CNFF:T

CNFF:E

$

1,000

100.00%

174.46%

100.00%

Cost of Good UUT CG $

1,000

55.13%

55.26%

59.28%

$ 50,000

14.88%

12.57%

14.90%

Cost of Bad UUT CB
Cost of
Environmental
Conditioning CCE
Repair Cost of
Technician Fix CR1
Repair Cost after
Stress Test CR2

$

1,500

$

1,000

$

1,000

Cost of each NFF

100.00%
17.50%
4.46%

$

8,988.75 $

10,126.85 $

9,217.81

TABLE IV.
EXAMPLE NFF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR VARIOUS
TEST STRATEGIES USING TYPICAL COST FACTORS AND CB= $100,000

In Table IV, we set CB to $100,000 and “Environmental
Stress” becomes the best strategy. All three strategies’ costs
are close to each other.
The results indicate that the strategy is sensitive to the
penalty we incur from returning faulty LRUs to the aircraft.
Other factors, such as good UUT costs and test costs may have
similar impact on the choice of strategy.

All NFF assumed Environmental
Good
Stress

Strategies for NFF= 70%
Factors
Cost of Test CT

All NFF assumed Environmental
Good
Stress

Technician Shot
Gun

CNFF:G

CNFF:T

CNFF:E

$

1,000

100.00%

174.46%

100.00%

Cost of Good UUT CG $

1,000

55.13%

55.26%

59.28%

$ 100,000

14.88%

12.57%

14.90%

Cost of Bad UUT CB
Cost of
Environmental
Conditioning CCE
Repair Cost of
Technician Fix CR1
Repair Cost after
Stress Test CR2

Cost of each NFF

$

1,500

$

1,000

$

1,000

100.00%
17.50%
4.46%

$

16,426.25 $

16,411.85 $

16,667.81
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